MAKING THE UNTHINKABLE IMPOSSIBLE

VIRTUAL RALLY AND ACTION FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
9 AM PT • Hiroshima Day • August 6, 2022
9 AM PT • Nagasaki Day • August 9, 2022

FEATURING
Former Pentagon nuclear war planner and whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg
Nagasaki A-bomb survivor, Nobuaki Hanaoka
Russian peace and democracy activists Oleg Bodrov (in Russia) and Natalia Mironova
Livermore Lab watchdog, Marylia Kelley
Anti nuclear power activist Marie Inoue; Climate activist Sara Shor
Welcome by Wilson Riles; Land acknowledgment by Patricia St.Onge
Music by Emma’s Revolution and Benjamin Mertz

VIEW LIVE or WATCH LATER
https://enlightenedfilms.com/August-Rally

Planning groups include: Asian Americans for Peace & Justice, Ecumenical Peace Institute, Livermore Conversion Project, No Nukes Action Committee, SF Bay Physicians for Social Responsibility, Tri-Valley CAREs, Western States Legal Foundation, and Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
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